THE HOMOLOGICAL CONTENT OF
THE JONES REPRESENTATIONS AT q = −1
JENS KRISTIAN EGSGAARD AND SØREN FUGLEDE JØRGENSEN

Abstract. We generalize a discovery of Kasahara and show that the Jones representations of
braid groups, when evaluated at q = −1, are related to the action on homology of a branched
double cover of the underlying punctured disk.
As an application, we prove for a large family of pseudo-Anosov mapping classes a conjecture
put forward by Andersen, Masbaum, and Ueno [AMU06] by extending their original argument
for the sphere with four marked points to our more general case.
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1. Introduction
The present paper is concerned with an interpretation of the q-dependent two-row Jones representations of braid groups – discovered in 1983 by Vaughan Jones [Jon83] – at q = −1, in terms
of the action of the braid group on the homology of certain double covers of punctured disks and
spheres.
Jones’ discovery [Jon83] that the representations may be used to define interesting invariants
of links, together with Witten’s discovery [Wit89] of the relation between these link invariants
and the Chern–Simons theory of 3-manifolds, has served as an inspiration for several important
mathematical innovations, occasionally collected under the label “quantum topology”. Any attempt
to include here a full account on these historical developments would necessarily be lacking, and
we shall make no such; indeed, for the experts, the Jones representation needs no introduction.
The authors have received funding from the Danish National Research Foundation grant DNRF95 (Centre for
Quantum Geometry of Moduli Spaces - QGM). S.F.J. is furthermore supported by the Swedish Research Council
Grant 621–2011–3629.
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1.1. The Jones representation and homology. Let Bn denote the braid group on n strands,
let M (g, n) denote the mapping class group of a genus g surface Σng with n boundary components,
and let M (g, m) denote the mapping class group of a genus g surface with m punctures.
Following the notation of Wenzl [Wen88, Thm. 2.2], the Jones
P representation defines for every
Young diagram λ = (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λp ) with n boxes,
j λj = n, a representation πλ of
Bn , depending on a parameter q which we shall take to be a non-zero complex number which is
furthermore assumed to be n-regular, i.e. it is not an l’th root of unity for any 2 ≤ l ≤ n. We
shall be dealing primarily with two-row Young diagrams and let πqn,d denote the representation of
Bn obtained from λ = (λ1 ≥ λ1 − d), d ≥ 0.
Let now n be given, and let g = n − 1. There then is a homomorphism Ψ : B2n → M (g, 0)
given by mapping the standard braid generators σ1 , . . . , σ2n−1 to the (right) Dehn twists about the
curves γ0 , β1 , γ1 , . . . , βg , γg indicated in Figure 1a respectively; for well-definedness, see e.g. [FM11,
Fact. 3.9 and Prop. 3.11]. Similarly, we define Ψ : B2n−1 → M (g, 1) by mapping σ1 , . . . , σ2n−2
to twists about γ0 , β1 , γ1 , . . . , γg−1 , βg respectively (Figure 1b). Notice also that these homomorphisms are exactly those that appear in the Birman–Hilden theorem [BH73] (see also [FM11,
Sect. 9.4]).
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(a) The closed surface Σg .
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(b) The surface Σ1g .
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(c) The surface Σ2g .

Figure 1. Our naming convention for curves and homology cycles on a surface.
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Now, M (g, 0) and M (g, 1) act on the corresponding first homology groups by symplectomorphisms with respect to the intersection pairing ω. For m = 0, 1 and l ≥ 1, we let
l
m
l−2
ρ̃g,l
H1 (Σm
g , C)))
hom : M (g, m) → GL(Λ H1 (Σg , C)/(ω ∧ Λ

denote the induced action, i.e. for ϕ ∈ M (g, m) and v1 , . . . , vl ∈ H1 (Σm
g , C),
ρ̃g,l
hom (ϕ)[v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vl ] = [(ϕ∗ )v1 ∧ · · · ∧ (ϕ∗ )vl ],
0
m
where we use the conventions that Λ−1 H1 (Σm
g , C) = {0} and Λ H1 (Σg , C) = C. Finally, let
g,l
ρg,l
hom = ρ̃hom ◦ Ψ denote the corresponding braid group representations.
The study of the Jones representation as contained in this paper was initiated by an attempt
to generalize the results of [AMU06] to general punctured spheres. Here, the authors show how to
relate the representations of the mapping class group of a four times punctured sphere, obtained
from the level k quantum representations – closely related to specializations of the parameter q of
the Jones representations to certain roots of unity – to an action on the homology of a torus by
considering the limit k → ∞.

(closely
In [Jon87, Sect. 10], Jones gave explicit matrices for the representation associated to
related to πq6,0 , the representation associated to
). Moreover, the choice of basis is such that all
matrix entries are in Z[q, q −1 ], so that one obtains this way representations of B6 for all non-zero
values of q rather than only the 6-regular ones. Kasahara [Kas01, Lem. 2.1] observed in the same
vein as above that at q = −1, the resulting representation is equivalent to the representation ρ2,2
hom .
In general, the representation space of πq2n,0 has dimension Cn+1 , the (n + 1)’st Catalan number.
Inspired by Kasahara’s result and noting the relation

  
2n
2n
−
,
Cn+1 =
n−2
n
one arrives at the following, which we will prove in Section 3.
Theorem 1.1. The Jones representation πq2n,0 has a natural extension to q = −1, for which it is
equivalent to ρg,g
hom , where g = n − 1.
As it is well-known that πq2n−1,1 is equivalent to πq2n,0 |B2n−1 , the above Theorem allows us to
deduce a similar homological description for πq2n−1,1 .
On the other hand, πq2n−1,2n−3 is nothing but the reduced Burau representation, which at
1
q = −1 is known to be equivalent to the representation ρg,1
hom on H1 (Σg , C), g = n − 1. This
2n−1,d
suggests that the intermediary representations πq
interpolate at q = −1 between appropriate
exterior powers of homological representations, and the following result shows that this is indeed
the case.
Theorem 1.2. The representation πq2n+1,d has a natural extension to q = −1 for which it is
equivalent to the action ρg,l
hom , where g = n and 2l = 2n + 1 − d.
This leaves us with the two-row diagrams having an even number of boxes. The fact that
∼ π n−1,d−1 ⊕ π n−1,d+1 (see e.g. [Jon87]), together with the observation that
πqn,d |Bn−1 =
q
q
  
 
 
 
 

2g
2g
2g
2g
2g + 1
2g + 1
−
+
−
=
−
l
l−2
l+1
l−1
l+1
l−1
l
2
for all g and l, leads us to the following: let ρ̂g,l
hom denote the action of B2n on Λ H1 (Σg , C), where
g = n − 1, given by mapping σ1 , . . . , σ2n−1 to the action induced by the homological action of the
Dehn twists tγ0 , tβ1 , tγ1 , . . . , tβg , tγg respectively (see Figure 1c).

Theorem 1.3. The representation πq2n,d has a natural extension to q = −1 for which it is equivalent to a subrepresentation of ρ̂g,l
hom , where g = n − 1 and 2l = 2n − d.
In each of the three cases, the appropriate intertwining operator is constructed as follows: a
natural basis for the representation spaces of πqn,d is given in terms of non-intersecting paths in the
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relevant punctured disc, connecting the punctures. Regarding the punctures as marked points, the
disk is realized as the quotient of a surface by the order two element rotating the surface by π along
its horizontal axis in Figure 1, allowing us to realize the surface as a well-understood branched
double cover. Lifting the non-intersecting paths through the double cover defines a collection of
loops in the covering surface, and by taking an appropriately ordered and scaled wedge product of
the homology classes of these loops, we obtain our desired linear map.
As the insightful reader has no doubt pondered, the exact choice of curves in the double cover
whose twists we have chosen to lift the Bn -action to is of little importance, and for Theorems 1.2
and 1.3 any linearly independent set of appropriately intersecting curves would do the job. A
similar statement is true for Theorem 1.1; the exact conditions will be made precise in Section 3.
1.2. Quantum representations. Let ΛN,k be the set of Young diagrams of height strictly less
than N and length at most k. This set comes with an involution † , which assigns to a Young
diagram (λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λp ) the result of taking the complement of λ in the Young diagram consisting
of N rows, each containing λ1 boxes, and rotating the result 180 degrees (see [Bla00, p. 206]).
Let Σ be a surface and P a finite set of pairs (p, v) where p ∈ Σ and v ∈ (Tp Σ \ {0})/R+ , and let
f(Σ, P, λ) be the set of isotopy classes of diffeomorphisms
λ : P → ΛN,k be a labelling of P . Let M
of Σ preserving P and respecting the labelling. The level k quantum SU (N )-representation assigns
to (Σ, P, λ) a finite dimensional vector space VN,k (Σ, P, λ) and a projective representation ρN,k of
f(Σ, P, λ) on VN,k .
M
These quantum representations, arising originally from the mathematical realizations of Witten’s 2+1 dimensional topological quantum field theory constructed from Chern–Simons theory
[Wit89], have been studied from a number of different perspectives, including that of the representation theory of quantum groups [RT90], [RT91], [Tur10], the skein theory of the Jones polynomial
[BHMV92], [BHMV95], [Bla00], conformal field theory [TUY89], [Uen08], [Kan89], [AU07b], and
the geometric quantization of moduli spaces of flat connections [Hit90], [And06]. For a complete
description of the equivalence between these constructions, we refer to [AU07a], [AU07b], [AU12]
and [AU11]. While useful to have in mind, the present work is independent of this equivalence.
Indeed, for our purposes, it will be convenient to take as our definition of quantum representations those that are obtained from the general procedure, described in [Tur10, Sect. IV.5], which
defines quantum representations from modular functors, which in turn we apply to the modular
functor arising from conformal field theory, constructed in [AU07b]. The label set of this theory is
a certain k-dependent set of dominant integral sl(N, C)-weights which is in natural correspondence
with the set ΛN,k defined above (see [AU11, Lemma 7.1]).
In [Tur10, Sects. IV.4–9], the projective ambiguity of the quantum representations is discussed
in detail. We record here the fact that if Σ has genus 0, the quantum representations define not
just projective representations, but actual representations. To be concrete, we consider Σ = S 2 =
C ∪ {∞}, and let the set P consist of the points {1, . . . , n, ∞}, all framed along the real axis. Label
the n + 1 points by , . . . , , λ† , where λ belongs to the set LN,k ⊆ ΛN,k defined as follows: as
(N,k+N )
the set of Young diagrams with n boxes, at most N
in [Wen88, Def. 2.4], we denote by Λn
(N,k+N )
rows, and satisfying furthermore that λ1 − λN ≤ k. Let T : Λn
→ ΛN,k be the map which
removes all columns of height N , and let
(1)

LN,k = T ({λ ∈ Λn(N,k+N ) | (λ2 > 0, λ3 = 0) or (λ1 > 1, λ2 = 1)}).

That is, for k large enough, LN,k consists of those diagrams obtained by applying T to 2-row
diagrams and hooks respectively; out of these, the former collection of diagrams will be the most
interesting to us.
f(0, n)∞ for the subgroup of M
f(Σ, P, ( , . . . , , λ† )) consisting of classes of diffeomorWe write M
f(0, n) = M
f(Σ, P̃ , ( , . . . , )), where
phisms fixing ∞ and its framing. Moreover, we introduce M
P̃ = P \ {∞}.
f(0, n)∞ is the ribbon braid group on n ribbons, which contains the ordinary braid
Now, M
group Bn as a subgroup, by assigning the blackboard framing to a braid. We will denote by ρλN,k
f(0, n)∞ to this Bn , and will think of Bn as
the restriction of the quantum representation of M
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M (0, n)∞ , the mapping class group of a sphere with n marked points and an extra marked point
called ∞ which also carries a preserved projective tangent vector. Finally, we denote by ρN,k the
f(0, n).
quantum representation of M
1.3. The AMU conjecture. The AMU conjecture [AMU06, Conjecture 2.4] is concerned with
the images of pseudo-Anosovs in the quantum SU(N )-representations of mapping class groups
for large values of k. As mentioned above, in [AMU06] the authors prove their conjecture for
pseudo-Anosovs in M (0, 4) by relating a limit of quantum representation to homology, and it is
this argument that we seek to generalize in the present paper. With Theorem 1.4 below, we provide
a large family of mapping classes for which the conjecture holds; previously, the conjecture has
only been studied for M (0, 4) in [AMU06], and for M (1, 1) in the closely related quantum SO(3)representations in unpublished work by Masbaum [AMU06, Rem. 5.9], [Mas08], and in [San12].
More precisely, we apply Theorem 1.1 to prove the AMU conjecture for those pseudo-Anosov
mapping classes whose dynamics are described in homological terms; one particular family for
which this is the case are the ones we will refer to as homological pseudo-Anosovs. Here, we
say that ϕ ∈ M (0, n)∞ is a homological pseudo-Anosov if its image in M (0, n + 1) – under the
map forgetting the tangent vector at ∞ – admits invariant transverse measured singular foliations
having only even-pronged non-puncture singularities and only odd-pronged puncture singularities
away from ∞. Note that we will systematically make the common abuse of notation and think of
ϕ as both a mapping class and a pseudo-Anosov representing it.
Theorem 1.4. Let ϕ ∈ M (0, n)∞ be a homological pseudo-Anosov, and let λ ∈ LN,k as given in
(1). Then ρλN,k (ϕ) has infinite order for all but finitely many k.
Remark 1.5. Note that the assumption that λ ∈ LN,k may likely be dropped as long as the
trivial cases are omitted. Moreover, as previously mentioned, the 2-diagram case is really the one
of interest to us, and the hook case will follow by similar – but easier – reasoning. Note also
that there is a well-known duality between Jones representations associated to transpose Young
diagrams (see [Jon87, Rem. 3.4] and more generally [FLW02, Thm. 3.1]); taking this into account
we could enlarge slightly the set LN,k .
f(0, n) is a homological pseudo-Anosov if its image in M (0, n) is a
As above, we say that ϕ ∈ M
pseudo-Anosov whose invariant foliations have the property that all non-puncture singularities are
even-pronged and all punctures have odd-pronged singularities.
f(0, n) is a homological pseudo-Anosov, then
Theorem 1.6. Assume that n is even. If ϕ ∈ M
ρ2,k (ϕ) has infinite order for all but finitely many k.
Finally, let us mention one way our main theorem may be used to deal with general, not
necessarily homological, pseudo-Anosovs.
Corollary 1.7. Let f be a representative for [f ] ∈ M (0, n)∞ whose image in M (0, n + 1) is
pseudo-Anosov, and let P denote the set of singularities of the (un)stable foliation for f with an
f(S 2 , |P |)∞ , and the image of [f ] under the
odd number of prongs. Then f defines an element in M
quantum SU(N )-representation – where each point of P is labelled by , and ∞ is labelled by any
λ ∈ LN,k – has infinite order for all but finitely many values of k.
Likewise, if f represents a pseudo-Anosov [f ] ∈ M (0, n) with P the set of odd-pronged singularities, then f defines an element of M (0, |P |) whose image under ρ2,k has infinite order for all but
finitely many levels.
Strictly speaking, in order to deal with the issue of framings, we defined only the genus 0
quantum representations in the case where the marked points were 1, . . . , n and possibly ∞, so to
be precise we should include in the statement a conjugation by a group isomorphism identifying
the mapping class groups; this does not change the conclusion.
Proof of Corollary 1.7. The first claim follows directly from Theorem 1.4. By the Euler–Poincaré
formula, a singular foliation must have an even number of singularities with an odd number of
prongs, and so the second claim follows from Theorem 1.6.
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◦

=

= (−A2 − A−2 )

Figure 2. The multiplication in TL4

Figure 3. The element e3 ∈ TL6
Moreover, we show in Corollary 4.9 that for the homological pseudo-Anosovs, the quantum
representations determine their stretch factors, answering positively [AMU06, Question 1.1 (2)] in
this case. In Appendix A we discuss the extent to which this is true for non-homological pseudoAnosovs. As a different spin-off, we show in Proposition A.2 that there are quantum SU(2)representations whose image at level 8 is infinite; this extends an earlier result due to Masbaum,
[Mas99].
Finally, we should note that the related problem of giving homological interpretations of the
Burau representation of braids for various values of q in terms of finite covers, and in particular its
relation to determining stretch factors of pseudo-Anosovs via representations, has been studied by
a number of people; see e.g. [BB07], [McM], [Kob12] and the references contained in these papers.
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Jørgen Ellegaard Andersen for first introducing
us to the conjectures of [AMU06], as the attempt to generalize the results of [AMU06] is what led
us to the discoveries in this paper.
2. Jones representations
In this section, we briefly recall the definition of the Jones representations of braid groups, fixing
the notation and normalizations used throughout the rest of the paper.
The Temperley–Lieb algebra TLn is an algebra over C(A) and has a basis consisting of noncrossing pairings of 2n points, n of them located at the bottom of a square and n of them at the
top. The multiplication is given by stacking two squares on top of each other, rescaling the vertical
direction to obtain a square, removing all circles, and multiplying by −A2 − A−2 for each removed
circle, see Figure 2. It is generated, as an algebra, by n elements, id, e1 , e2 , . . . , en−1 (Figure 3).
Following Jones, we define a representation of the braid group Bn by σi 7→ Aid + A−1 ei . There
exists a Markov trace on TLn and the trace of the Jones representation is essentially the Kauffman
bracket of the closure of the braid.
For generic A, the irreducible sectors of this braid group action are in correspondence with
d ∈ {0, . . . , n} with d ≡ n mod 2, and each of the underlying vector spaces has a basis given by
trivalent trees with n + 1 leaves, coloured admissibly by Jones–Wenzl idempotents, such that n
leaves are coloured by 1 and the remaining leaf by d. This description is well-known to experts, but
for concrete and concise reference, see e.g. [Wan10, Thm. 1.20, Thm. 1.23]; indeed the treatment
contained in [Wan10, Sect. 1] completely covers what we need.
It is possible to specialize the value of A to a non-zero complex number, obtaining the C-algebra
TLn (A), and as long as A is not a 4k + 8’th root of unity for any k < n, this algebra is semi-simple,
n,d
and the above discussion provides us with representations ρn,d
(we remark that in
A : Bn → WA
n,d
n
the notation of [Wan10, Sect. 1.1.6], WA = Hom(d, 1 ), and the basis elements described above
are denoted {eC,d }).
Lemma 2.1. Let A ∈ C be as above, and let q = A4 . Then the braid group representation
n,d
σi 7→ A−1 ρn,d
A (σi ) is equivalent to πq .
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Figure 4. A basis element of V 6,4 .

ρA (σ2 )

ρA (σ3 )

ρA (σ4 )

=A

=A

+A−1

= −A−3

Figure 5. The actions of σ2 , σ3 , and σ4 on the basis element from Figure 4.
Proof. Once again, this is well-known to experts. A basis of the representation space for πqn,d
is given by standard Young tableaux on the relevant Young diagram, to each such tableau there
is naturally associated a coloured tree in WAn,d , and this association is bijective. Thus, showing
the equivalence boils down to checking that the actions on each of the bases agree under this
correspondence. For πqn,d , this action is given explicitly in [Wen88, (2.3)], and for ρn,d
A as explicitly
on [Wan10, p. 18].

Recall that our goal is to manipulate the πqn,d into representations that we may specialize to all
non-zero values of q, rather than just the n-regular ones. With an eye towards Wenzl’s recursive
formula for the Jones–Wenzl idempotents, one finds that all problematic factors occur in the terms
that are not of “highest order” (in the language of [FWW02]). This leads us to the following:
Definition 2.2. Let V n,d , 0 ≤ d ≤ n, denote the complex vector space spanned by non-crossing
pairings of n + d points, such that n points are “at the top” and d points “at the bottom”, in such
a way that a point at the bottom will be connected to a point at the top; see Figure 4.
The braid group Bn acts on this space exactly as on the Temperley–Lieb algebra: by stacking
braids on diagrams, and resolving the result by using the Kauffman bracket. However, if two
bottom points end up connected when doing so, the result is multiplied by 0; see Figure 5.
n,d
Lemma 2.3. The representation ηA
of Bn on V n,d is equivalent to ρn,d
A when A ∈ C \ {0} is not
a 4k + 8’th root of unity for any k < n.

Proof. Recall that WAn,d has a basis given in terms of trees coloured by Jones–Wenzl idempotents. Replacing an idempotent by the corresponding multicurve, ignoring lower order terms, we
obtain a map WAn,d → V n,d , which is Bn -equivariant by construction. By assumption on A, the
k-admissibility condition of coloured trees (c.f. [Wan10, Def. 1.24]) boils down to the triangle
inequality, which in turn means that the map is surjective.

n,d
Since ηA
is defined over Z[A, A−1 ], we obtain our desired extension of πqn,d by letting q = A4
and taking the tensor product with the 1-dimensional representation σi 7→ A.
We should note that considering the representation in this particular basis is not a new idea:
see for instance [RSA12] for a thorough description of the action which moreover puts focus on the
case q = −1 which is of interest to us.

3. Proofs of main theorems
In this section, we show Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3. Throughout the section, we assume that
A = exp(−πi/4).
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e

Figure 6. The arcs contributing to w(e) = 3 have been coloured red, and the
arcs contributing to v(e) = 2 have been coloured blue.
3.1. Construction of the (iso)morphism. We now construct the intertwining morphism ϕ as
needed in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. For Theorem 1.1 the construction needs to be tweaked slightly;
a concern we defer until it becomes relevant.
For a diagram D in the basis of V n,d we denote by D0 the set of arcs connecting two top points.
We identify the points at the top with the numbers 1, 2, . . . , n, and for a ∈ D0 we denote by a0
and a1 the left and right end point of a respectively. The set of bottom points will be called ∞.
The symbol i will be used to denote indices and the imaginary unit interchangeably; this should
cause no confusion.
Definition 3.1. Let c1 , . . . , cn−1 be simple closed curves on the surface Σm
g , such that ci ∩ ci+1
consists of a single point, and such that ci and cj are disjoint for |i − j| > 1. We orient the curves
such that tci (ci+1 ) = ci+1 + ci , where we abuse notation and use ci also for the element that the
oriented curve defines in H1 (Σm
g , C). Assume that span{ci | i = 1, . . . , n − 1} has dimension n − 1.
We order the arcs in D0 by their starting points so that e < e0 if e0 < e00 . To each arc e in D0
Pe1 −1
we associate the element Xe = i=e
ci ∈ span{ci } ⊆ H1 (Σm
g , C).
0
n,d
l
m
Define a map ϕ : V
→ Λ H1 (Σg , C), by letting, for a basis diagram D ∈ V n,d ,
^
(2)
ϕ(D) = f (D)
Xe ,
e∈D0

P

w(e)+v(e)

where f (D) = (−i) e∈D0
; here, w(e) denotes the number of arcs between the starting
and ending point of e, v(e) denotes the number of points greater than e1 that are connected to ∞
(see Figure 6), and the wedge product runs through D0 from the first to the final arc with respect
to the ordering on D0 .
3.2. Proof of equivariance.
Lemma 3.2. Denote by Ti the action of ei on V n,d . Then we have, for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1 and
D ∈ V n,d , that
ϕ(D + iTi D) = tci ϕ(D).
Proof. Let c = ci . We first observe that (tc )∗ acts trivally on Xe if e is not connected to exactly
one of i or i + 1. In particular, if the points i, i + 1 are connected, or if both are connected to ∞,
then
(tc )∗ (ϕ(D)) = ϕ(D).
Since in these cases Ti D = 0, we obtain the claim of the Lemma.
Let us therefore consider the case where we have two distinct arcs connecting to i, i + 1, not
both connecting to ∞. Let us first assume that i + 1 is connected to ∞, and let us denote the arc
ending in i by a.
Then (tc )∗ acts trivially on all factors of ϕ(D) except for Xa . If a is the j’th arc in D0 , then
l
k
= ϕ(D) + f (D)X1j−1 ∧ (−c) ∧ Xj+1
,
(tc )∗ ϕ(D) = f (D)X1j−1 ∧ (Xa − c) ∧ Xj+1

where we denote the i’th edge in D0 by ei and write
Xij =

j
^
l=i

Xei .
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On the other hand, we have
j+w(a)

ϕ(Ti (D)) = (−i)−2w(a)−1 f (D)X1j−1 ∧ Xj+1

l
∧ c ∧ Xj+w(a)+1

l
= (−i)−2w(a)−1 (−1)w(a) f (D)X1j−1 ∧ c ∧ Xj+1
l
= −if (D)X1j−1 ∧ (−c) ∧ Xj+1
.

Likewise, if i is connected to ∞ but i + 1 is not, we denote by a the arc connecting to i + 1 and
find that
l
l
(tc )∗ ϕ(D) = f (D)X1j−1 ∧ (Xa + c) ∧ Xj+1
= ϕ(D) + f (D)X1j−1 ∧ c ∧ Xj+1
,

and
l
l
ϕ(Ti (D)) = (−i)w(a)−w(a)+1 f (D)X1j−1 ∧ c ∧ Xj+1
= −if (D)X1j−1 ∧ c ∧ Xj+1
.

Now only the cases where two distinct arcs from D0 connect to i and i + 1 remain. Denote these
arcs by a and b, and assume that they are the j’th and m’th arc respectively, with j < m. There
are three possibilities, corresponding to whether or not a and b start or end in i and i + 1 (the case
where a starts in i and b ends in i + 1 is not possible if a 6= b). We denote these cases by the signs
(ξai , ξbi ) of the intersections of the curves with c, i.e. (tc )∗ Xa = Xa + ξai c, and likewise for b. Then
m−1
l
(tc )∗ ϕ(D) = f (D)X1j−1 ∧ (Xa + ξai c) ∧ Xj+1
∧ (Xb + ξbi c) ∧ Xm+1
m−1
l
= ϕ(D) + f (D)X1j−1 ∧ (ξbi Xa − ξai Xb ) ∧ Xj+1
∧ c ∧ Xm+1
m−1
l
= ϕ(D) + f (D)X1j−1 ∧ (ξbi Xa ± c − ξai Xb ) ∧ Xj+1
∧ c ∧ Xm+1
.

If now (ξa , ξb ) = (−, +), then we have
m−1
l
ϕ(Ti (D)) = (−i)−w(a)−w(b)+w(a)+w(b)+1 f (D)X1j−1 ∧ (a + c + b) ∧ Xj+1
∧ c ∧ Xm+1
m−1
l
= −if (D)X1j−1 ∧ (a + c + b) ∧ Xj+1
∧ c ∧ Xm+1
.

If (ξa , ξb ) = (+, +),
ϕ(Ti (D)) = (−i)−w(a)−w(b)+w(a)−w(b)−1 f (D)
m+w(b)

m−1
· X1j−1 ∧ c ∧ Xj+1
∧ Xm+1

l
∧ (a − c − b) ∧ Xm+w(b)+1

m−1
l
= i(−i)−2w(b) (−1)w(b) f (D)X1j−1 ∧ c ∧ Xj+1
∧ (a − c − b) ∧ Xm+1
m−1
l
= −if (D)X1j−1 ∧ (a − c − b) ∧ Xj+1
∧ c ∧ Xm+1
.

And finally, if (ξa , ξb ) = (−, −),
ϕ(Ti (D)) = (−i)−w(a)−w(b)+w(a)−w(b)−1 f (D)
m+w(b)

m−1
· X1j−1 ∧ (a − c − b) ∧ Xj+1
∧ Xm+1

l
∧ c ∧ Xm+w(b)+1

m−1
l
= i(−i)−2w(b) (−1)w(b) f (D)X1j−1 ∧ c ∧ Xj+1
∧ (a − c − b) ∧ Xm+1
m−1
l
= −if (D)X1j−1 ∧ (−a + c + b) ∧ Xj+1
∧ c ∧ Xm+1
.


n,d
This shows that ϕ is a homomorphism between the representation σi 7→ A−1 ηA
(σi ) and the
l
m
representation on Λ H1 (Σg , C) in the cases of Theorems 1.2, and 1.3. For Theorem 1.1, we define
ϕ̃(D) for D ∈ V 2n,0 in the following way: there is an i such that there is an arc a connecting i
to n. We define an element D̃ in V n−1,1 by removing a, forgetting n, and connecting i to ∞, and
we define ϕ̃ : V 2n,0 → Λg H1 (Σg , C) by ϕ̃(D) = ϕ(D̃), identifying H1 (Σg , C) with H1 (Σ1g , C). It is
clear that the induced map ˜· : V 2n,0 → V 2n−1,1 is an isomorphism of vector spaces.

Lemma 3.3. The map ϕ̃ is a homomorphism of representations.
In order to prove this, we need the following Lemma.

10
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Figure 7. Here, the outermost arc is a and the bk ’s have been coloured red.

Lemma 3.4. If D is a diagram and a is an arc that connects i to j, i < j, we have that



Xa ∧

^
e≺a

X


Xe = 

 ^
Xe ,
ck  ∧
e≺a

i≤k≤j,
k≡i mod 2

where we say that e ≺ a if a0 < e0 < e1 < a1 .
Proof. The proof is by induction on w(a). If w(a) = 0, the claim is clear. Otherwise we use
the induction hypothesis on the arcs bk , k = 1, 2, . . . , m, connecting (ik , jk ), where i1 = i + 1,
jm = j − 1, and jk + 1 = ik+1 for k < m. See Figure 7.

Up until this point, we have not used the possible description of the curves ci in terms of the
curves βi and γi of Figure 1, but for the proof of Lemma 3.3 below, we will need that
cn−1 = −

X

ck

1≤k≤n−3,
k≡1 mod 2

in H1 (Σg , C), which will be guaranteed by considering the concrete curves.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. If we consider only the action of Bn−1 ⊆ Bn , then ϕ̃ defines a homomorphism
by the above, so we only have to check the equivariance of the action of σn−1 . If n − 1 and n are
connected, then βg does not appear in ϕ(D̃), and the action of σn−1 on homology is trivial, just
as Tn (D) = 0.
If n is connected to i < n − 1 by the j’th arc, and n − 1 is an end point of the m’th arc, which
we denote by b, then
m−1
l
(tcn−1 )∗ (ϕ(D̃)) = f (D̃)X1j−1 ∧ Xj+1
∧ (Xb − cn−1 ) ∧ Xm+1
m−1
l
= ϕ(D̃) − f (D̃)X1j−1 ∧ Xj+1
∧ cn−1 ∧ Xm+1


 X

m−1
l
= ϕ(D̃) + f (D̃)X1j−1 ∧ Xj+1
∧
ck  ∧ Xm+1
1≤k≤n−3,
k≡1 mod 2



m−1
= ϕ(D̃) + f (D̃)X1j−1 ∧ Xj+1
∧


X


l
ck  ∧ Xm+1
.

i≤k≤b0 ,
k≡1 mod 2

Here we used Lemma 3.4 in last equality, applying it to the arcs left of i that are not contained
between the end points of any other arc, and on the arcs between the end points of b. Letting p
be the number of arcs to the right of i in D̃, we find, where we denote by d an arc connecting i
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with b0 , that
m−1
l
^
ϕ(Tn−1
(D)) = (−i)p−w(b)+p−w(b)−1 f (D̃)X1j−1 ∧ Xd ∧ Xj+1
∧ Xm+1



 X
m−1
l
∧ Xm+1
ck  ∧ Xj+1
= (−i)p−w(b)+p−w(b)−1 f (D̃)X1j−1 ∧ 
i≤k≤b0 ,
k≡1 mod 2





m−1
∧
= (−1)p−w(b)+1 (−i)p−w(b)+p−w(b)−1 f (D̃)X1j−1 ∧ Xj+1

X


l
ck  ∧ Xm+1

i≤k≤b0 ,
k≡1 mod 2





m−1
∧
= −if (D̃)X1j−1 ∧ Xj+1

X


l
ck  ∧ Xm+1
.

i≤k≤b0 ,
k≡1 mod 2

This shows the equivariance of ϕ̃.



3.3. Injectivity. In the case of Theorem 1.2 we know that the dimension of V n,d agrees with the
dimension of Λl H1 (Σ1g , C)/ω ∧ Λl−2 H1 (Σ1g , C), so we can show that ϕ – which here denotes the
map to the quotient – is an isomorphism by showing that it is surjective, which we will do next.
This also shows the injectivity claimed in Theorem 1.1, by construction of ϕ̃.
Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Denote by ϕ the composition of ϕ with the projection to the quotient Λl H1 (Σ1g , C)/ω ∧ Λl−2 H1 (Σ1g , C). We just need to show that ϕ is injective, as we know that
the spaces have the same dimension. Assume that v is in the kernel of ϕ; then
ei v = Ti v = −i(v + iTi v) + iv,
so
ϕ(ei v) = −itci ϕ(v) + iϕ(v) = 0,
which shows that ker ϕ is a TLn (exp(−πi/4))-subrepresentation of V n,d . But it follows from
Corollary 4.8 of [RSA12] that the representation on V n,d is irreducible (as noted in the remarks
on the case β = 0 following their Corollary), so ker ϕ is either 0 or V n,d . It is easy to check that
the latter is not the case, and so we obtain the Theorem.

Remark 3.5. We remark that the injectivity above can also be shown by explicitly constructing
a basis a1 , a2 , . . . , ai , b1 , b2 , . . . , bj of Λl H1 (Σ, C) in such a way that ϕ surjects onto span{ak },
ω ∧ Λl−2 H1 (Σ, C) = span{bk }, and span{ak } has the right dimension.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. This follows from Theorem 1.2 in the following way: we can define a map
h1 : V n,d → V n−1,d−1 that maps D to 0 if n is not connected to ∞, and otherwise to the diagram
given by removing the arc going from n to ∞; here we let V n−1,−1 = V n−1,n+1 = {0}. Likewise,
we define a map h2 : V n,d → V n−1,d+1 that maps a diagram to 0 if n is connected to ∞, and
otherwise to the diagram where the point connected to n is now connected to ∞. For a diagram
of the latter type, we define g(D) = αXe , where α is a scalar depending on D, and e is an arc
Pn−1
such that ϕ(D) = g(D) ∧ ϕ(h2 (D)). It is clear that g(D) = α i=k ci for some k, and by looking
at the block decomposition of ϕ with respect to these two kinds of diagrams and with respect to
the two subspaces cn−1 ∧ Λl−1 span{ci | i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 2} and its orthogonal complement (using
wedge products of ci ’s as an orthogonal basis), we see that ϕ is injective, as it has the form
 n−1,d−1

ϕ
◦ h1
∗
,
0
αcn−1 ∧ ϕn−1,d+1 ◦ h2
where the diagonal blocks are injective by Theorem 1.2; here, we interpret ϕn−1,−1 and ϕn−1,n+1
as the maps between two 0-dimensional spaces.
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4. The AMU conjecture
We turn now to the proofs of Theorems 1.4 and 1.6. Recall that these are concerned with
the genus 0 quantum SU(N )-representations ρλN,k , depending on a level k and a Young diagram
λ ∈ LN,k . We have taken as our definition of ρλN,k that based on conformal field theory, so as to
directly relate the quantum representations to those discussed in the previous sections, through
the following result of Kanie; see [Kan89] and [Uen08]. We refer to [AU11, Sects. 4–7] for a
complete description of the relevant skein theoretically defined quantum representations and the
correspondence to the ones at hand.
(N,k+N )

Theorem 4.1 (Kanie). The Jones representation πλ associated to a Young diagram λ ∈ Λn
T (λ)
2πi
) to the quantum SU(N )-representation ρN,k , where T (λ) is defined
is isomorphic at q = exp( k+N
2πi
n,d
in Section 1.2. In particular, the representation πq of Bn – with q = exp( k+N
) – is isomorphic
λ
to the quantum SU (N )-representation ρN,k , where λ = ((n + d)/2 ≥ (n − d)/2) when N > 2, and
λ = (d) when N = 2.
Lemma 4.2. Let Xn denote the set of primitive n’th roots of unity. Then for every z ∈ U(1),
there exist zn ∈ Xn such that limn→∞ zn = z.
Remark 4.3. For z = −1 – which in fact is the only case we will need in the proof of Theorem 1.4
– this is [AMU06, Lem. 5.1], in which the sequence zn is constructed explicitly. We include this
more general case for use in Appendix A below.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Write z = exp(2πiα), α ∈ [0, 1), and let
Yn = {m | 0 < m < n, gcd(m, n) = 1}.
The largest gap between two consecutive points of Yn is bounded from above by j(n), the ordinary
Jacobsthal function at n. The result of Iwaniec [Iwa78] allows us to bound the size of this gap as
j(n) = O(log2 (n)). Thus, since log2 (n)/n → 0 as n → ∞, we may choose αn ∈ Yn /n such that
αn − α → 0 for n → ∞. Letting zn = exp(2πiαn ) ∈ Xn , we obtain the result since zn z −1 → 1 as
n → ∞.

For ϕ ∈ M (0, n)∞ , define srd (ϕ) : R → R>0 by
n,d
srd (ϕ)(x) = sr(ηexp(−πix/4)
(ϕ)),

for d ∈ {0, . . . , n} with d ≡ n mod 2, where sr denotes the spectral radius of a linear map.
Lemma 4.4. Let ϕ ∈ M (0, n)∞ . If srd (ϕ)(x0 ) > 1 for some x0 ∈ [0, 1], then there exists k0 ∈ N
such that the order of ρλN,k (ϕ) is infinite for all k > k0 , where λ = ((n + d)/2 ≥ (n − d)/2).
Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.1 and the relations described in Section 2 that it suffices to show
n,d
that for some k0 , the order of ηA
(ϕ) is infinite for q = A4 = exp(2πi/(k + N )) for all k with
n,d
k > k0 . On the other hand, the order of ηA
(ϕ) at a general primitive 4(k + N )’th root of unity
2πil
A = exp( 4(k+N ) ) is independent of l.
Now, apply Lemma 4.2 to q = exp(−πix0 ) to obtain primitive 4(k + N )’th roots of unity Ak
n,d
with A4k → q. Since srd (ϕ) is continuous, sr(ηA
(ϕ)) > 1, for all sufficiently large k, and a linear
k
map having an eigenvalue of absolute value greater than 1 necessarily has infinite order.

To show that a given pseudo-Anosov ϕ ∈ M (0, n)∞ has infinite order in ρλN,k for all but finitely
many levels, it thus suffices to find x0 as above. As we will see below, by Theorems 1.2 and 1.3,
this is possible for those pseudo-Anosovs whose stretch factors are given by their action on the
homology of the double cover. In case d = n−2, the claims will follow immediately from Lemma 4.4
but in general, we will need the following remarks on the actions of surface diffeomorphisms on
wedge products of homology.
Remark 4.5. Let f∗ be the action on H1 (Σ, C), where Σ is a surface of genus g with 0 or 1
boundary components, induced by a diffeomorphism f . Let λ1 , . . . .λ2g be the diagonal entries in
the Jordan normal form of the matrix for f∗ . Then the action of f on Λl H1 (Σ, C) will have an
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Q
eigenvector of eigenvalue i∈I λi for any subset I ⊆ {1 : 2g} of size l, given by wedging together
the corresponding vectors in the Jordan normal form, in such a way that a non-eigenvector is only
included if all the preceding vectors in its block are also included. As all of these eigenvectors are
Vl
of the form i=1 vi , they can not be in the subspace ω ∧ Λl−2 H1 (Σ, C) if l ≤ g, and therefore they
define eigenvectors of the same eigenvalue in the quotient Λl H1 (Σ, C)/ω ∧ Λl−2 H1 (Σ, C).
Assume now that the action on H1 (Σ, C) has an eigenvalue with absolute value strictly greater
than 1. The action is symplectic, so the eigenvalues come in pairs λ, λ−1 , and there must be at
least g columns in the Jordan normal form having diagonal entry with absolute value at least 1.
Therefore the action on Λl H1 (Σ, C) has an eigenvalue with absolute value greater than 1 for l ≤ g,
and by the above considerations, so does the action on Λl H1 (Σ, C)/ω ∧ Λl−2 H1 (Σ, C).
Proposition 4.6. Let λ ∈ LN,k , let f ∈ M (0, n)∞ , and assume that the action fˆ∗ of fˆ = Ψ(f )
λ
on H1 (Σm
g ) has spectral radius strictly greater than 1. Then the order of ρN,k (f ) is infinite for all
but finitely many levels k.
Proof. As mentioned in the introduction, the main difficulty lies in showing the claim for the case
(N,k+N )
where λ comes from a general 2-row diagram in Λn
: as noticed above, the claim follows
immediately from our main theorems in case d = n − 2, by application of Lemma 4.4 with x0 = 1,
since srd (f )(−1) = sr(fˆ∗ ). This also implies the claim when λ comes from a hook by application
of [FLW02, Thm. 2.2]; this theorem states that the Jones representations for hooks are equivalent
(up to tensoring by particular characters) to exterior powers of the reduced Burau representation
n,n−2
ηA
, the power depending on the number of rows of the hook.
For general d, we also need to ensure that an appropriate eigenvector – of eigenvalue with
absolute value strictly greater than 1 – is actually contained in the image of the morphism of
representations. This, on the other hand, is guaranteed by Remark 4.5 in case n is odd.
Assume now that n is even and that d < n − 2. Since fˆ preserves the boundaries pointwise,
it defines a diffeomorphism of Σ1g+1 , obtained by gluing to Σ2g a pair of pants. Denote by ι the
induced map on (wedge products of) homology. On the level of diagrams, this corresponds to the
inclusion V n,d ,→ V n+1,d+1 obtained by adding to a diagram the point n + 1 and connecting it
to ∞. This of course corresponds to the decomposition V n+1,d+1 = V n,d ⊕ V n,d+2 as a vector
space, as described in the proof of Theorem 1.3 (but note that n + 1 is now odd); that is, V n,d+2
is spanned by diagrams where n + 1 is not connected to ∞. Now, even though the action of f does
not preserve the decomposition, it is clearly block triangular.
With these identifications, we have a diagram
/ V n+1,d+1
V n,d
ϕn,d


Λl H1 (Σ2g , C)

ϕn+1,d+1

ι


/ Λl H1 (Σ1g+1 , C)

/ Λl H1 (Σ1g+1 , C)/ω ∧ Λl−2 H1 (Σ1g+1 , C),

which is commutative up to a power of −i. We wish to show that the action of f on V n,d ⊆
V
contains eigenvectors of the appropriate eigenvalues. Suppose that the eigenvalues of the
action of f∗ on H1 (Σ2g , C), counted with algebraic multiplicity, have absolute values
n+1,d+1

−1
(x1 , . . . , xm , 1, 1, . . . , 1, x−1
m , . . . , x1 )

with xi > 1 for all i so that as before, m ≥ 1. Consider first the case l ≤ m. As in Remark 4.5,
the action of fˆ∗ on Λl H1 (Σ2g , C) has an eigenvector v = v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vl whose eigenvalue has absolute
value x = x1 · · · xl . Now, ι(v) is an eigenvector for the induced action with the same eigenvalue
(up to the same root of unity), and it follows from the case of n odd that Im(ϕn+1,d+1 ) contains an
eigenvector which has the same eigenvalue as ι(v). Moreover, since the eigenvectors arising from
V n,d+2 all have absolute value strictly less than x (as we take only the (l − 1)’st wedge products),
n,d
we obtain the desired eigenvector of ηexp(−πi/4)
(f ). The conclusion now follows as in the case of
odd n.
The case l > m is similar but involves also a small combinatorial exercise as in this case, there
may also be eigenvectors coming from V n,d+2 with eigenvalue of absolute value x. Let dn,d
be the
x
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sum of the algebraic multiplicities of eigenvalues of absolute value x of the action of f on V n,d .
We claim that for n even,

 

2g + 1 − 2m
2g + 1 − 2m
(3)
dn,d
=
−
.
x
l−m
l−m−2
To see this, we appeal again to the decomposition used above, as a simple extension of the argument
from Remark 4.5 shows that

 

2g + 2 − 2m
2g + 2 − 2m
n+1,d+1
dx
=
−
.
l−m
l−m−2
n,d+2
Now, since dn+1,d+1
= dn,d
, equation (3) follows by induction on l, starting at l = m, by
x
x + dx
using well-known recursive formulas for binomial coefficients. Since dn,d
> 0, this completes the
x
proof.


Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let f ∈ M (0, n)∞ be a homological pseudo-Anosov, let f˜ denote its image
in M (0, n + 1), and let fˆ ∈ M (g, m) denote the image of f under the Birman–Hilden map used
in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 with the appropriate values of g and m. Everything has been set up so
˜
ˆ
that fˆ is a pseudo-Anosov of Σm
g with the same stretch factor as f , and that, moreover, f has
orientable invariant foliations. This follows by the exact same reasoning as in the similar setup in
Theorem 5.1 of [BB07]. In short: the orientability of a foliation is determined by the vanishing of
its associated orientation homomorphism, and this on the other hand is ensured by the assumptions
on the degrees of the singularities.
Now, the stretch factor of any pseudo-Anosov with orientable invariant foliations is simply the
spectral radius of its action on homology which is therefore strictly greater than 1. This is a wellknown result and in fact a criterion for having orientable foliations; see e.g. [BB07, Lemma 4.3]
and the discussion preceding it.
The claim then follows directly from Proposition 4.6.

Proof of Theorem 1.6. Consider now the case where N = 2, n is even, and λ is the empty diagram. Here, the level k quantum SU(2)-representation, rescaled on each generator by a suitable
f(0, n), equivalent by construction to ρ2,k
k-dependent root of unity, defines a representation of M
(see [Jon87, Sect. 10]). As multiplication by a root of unity does not change whether or not the
order of a linear map is finite or infinite, we obtain from Theorem 1.4 the claimed result.

Remark 4.7. More generally, in [Jon87, Sect. 10], Jones finds that his representations may be
tweaked by roots of unity to descend to the mapping class groups of spheres whenever the associated Young diagram λ is rectangular. Thus, the same is of course true for the quantum SU(N )representations ρλN,k . One could therefore proceed as in [AMU06, Sect. 4], define new quantum
representations for mapping class groups of punctured spheres, and immediately obtain a version
of Theorem 1.6 for those.
Example 4.8. At this point it may be worth remarking that examples of homological pseudoAnosovs are plenty.
• In [LT11, App. A], the authors provide several examples of homological (as well as nonhomological) braids, some of which we shall return to in the appendix below.
• On a closed torus, the stretch factor of a pseudo-Anosov is always given by its action on
homology, and so we recover the main result of [AMU06].
• As noted in the proof of Theorem 1.4, [BB07, Lemma 4.3] tells us that if the spectral radius
of the action of a pseudo-Anosov on homology equals its stretch factor, the pseudo-Anosov
must necessarily have orientable invariant foliations, and so we can appeal directly to any of
the existing homological constructions of pseudo-Anosovs to obtain interesting examples.
One such family of examples arises as a special case of the pseudo-Anosovs described in
[Pen88] (see also [BC88, Sect. 5]) on the level of the covering surfaces, which – passing
through the Birman–Hilden homomorphism – may be described as follows. Suppose that
n is even. Then any word in the generators σ1 , . . . , σn−1 such that the sign of the exponents
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for odd-indexed generators all agree, such that exponents of even-indexed generators all
have the opposite sign as the odd-indexed ones, and such that each generator appears at
least once, is a homological pseudo-Anosov.
4.1. Determining stretch factors. In [AMU06, Cor. 5.8], the authors go on to show that the
stretch factor of any given pseudo-Anosov of a four times punctured sphere may be obtained as
limits of eigenvalues of the quantum representations of ϕ. The analogous statement in our general
case is the following.
Corollary 4.9. For any homological pseudo-Anosov ϕ ∈ M (0,
qn)∞ and Young diagram λ as in
λ
Section 1.2, there exist eigenvalues λk , λ̃k of ρN,k (ϕ) such that |λk λ̃k | tends to the stretch factor
of ϕ as k → ∞.
Proof. The statement follows from the proof of Proposition 4.6 by continuity in A of the eigenvalues
n,d
of ηA
(ϕ), as these include at q = A4 = −1 the values τ µ and τ µ−1 , where |τ | is the stretch factor
of ϕ (and likewise, µ is a product of eigenvalues of the induced action on homology).

Appendix A. Examples, experiments, and observations
A.1. A pseudo-Anosov in the Torelli group. The preceding discussion begs the question of
the behaviour of those pseudo-Anosov mapping classes for which the action on homology contains
no information. In particular, we could consider examples of pseudo-Anosovs acting trivially on
the homology of the double cover. That pseudo-Anosovs in the Torelli group, i.e. the kernel of
the action of Γg on H1 (Σg ), exist for g ≥ 2 was shown in [Thu88]. One concrete such element
was constructed by Brown [Bro03, App.] for g = 2, and appealing once again to the setup of the
Birman–Hilden theorem, this allows us to obtain the desired braid ϕ ∈ B6 .
More precisely, define
ϕ = ηξ −1

(4)

explicitly in terms of the standard braid group generators by
ξ = γηγ −1 ,
η = σ42 σ5 σ42 σ52 σ42 σ5 σ42 ,
δ = σ4 σ5 σ3 σ2 σ1 σ2−1 σ3−1 σ5−1 σ4−1 ,
γ = δσ3 σ2−1 σ1−1 δσ1 σ2 σ3−1 δ −1 .
As we have seen, to show that a pseudo-Anosov ψ ∈ Bn has infinite order in the quantum
representations for all but finitely many levels, it suffices to show that the function srd (ψ) : [0, 1] →
R>0 given by
n,d
srd (ψ)(x) = sr(ηexp(−πix/4)
(ψ))

is greater than 1 for some value x ∈ [0, 1]. The result of evaluating this function for the pseudoAnosov ϕ of (4) is shown1 in Figure 8. We see for instance that sr0 (ϕ)(x) = 1 for x ∈ [0, 12 ] ∪ {1}
but that this is not the case in general.
n,d
Proposition A.1 (Computer assisted). There exist pseudo-Anosovs in ker ηexp(−πi/4)
that have
λ
infinite order in the corresponding ρN,k for all but finitely many k.

Previously, we saw that sr naturally determines the stretch factors of homological pseudo-Anosov
but it is not clear in which sense, if any, this is true for the mapping class ϕ above.
1This figure, and all other figures in this section, were created using Sage 5.13 and Mathematica 9.0.
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Figure 8. Graphs of srd (ϕ)(x) for x ∈ [0, 1].
A.2. Infinite order at low levels. Other examples exhibiting similar behaviours include the
stretch factor minimizing pseudo-Anosov braids of [LT11]; plots of sr are shown for these in Figure 9.
In each of these, we let ψn = σ1 · · · σn , and the dashed line indicates the stretch factor of the pseudoAnosov in question. In particular, the braid in Figure 9b provides an interesting example: it has
finite k-dependent order in ρλN,k for every level k with N > 2 and λ = . We remark that in
[AMU06, Conjec. 2.4], the authors do not mention any possible assumptions on the labelling in
the relevant quantum representations.
Notice also that these graphs allow us to deduce more precisely at which levels k, the orders
of the mapping classes in question are infinite. For example, in Figure 10, we consider again the
braid of Figure 9b, now viewed as an element of B6 and highlight the possible specializations of A
for the level k quantum SU(2)-representation when k = 5, . . . , 12.
From this figure alone, we obtain the following.
Proposition A.2. The level 8 quantum SU(2)-representation, with λ the empty Young diagram,
of the mapping class σ1 σ2 σ3−1 ∈ B6 is infinite.
Proof. Whereas the claim follows from Figure 10, let us also note that one finds by explicit calculation – requiring no electronic aid – that for a particular ordering in our preferred basis,


0
A−6
0
−1
A2
A2 −1 + A−4
−1
0
0


6,0
−1
−6
−2

0
0
A −A
1
ηA (σ1 σ2 σ3 ) = A  0
.
0
0
−A−2 −1 + A−4 A2 
0
0
0
−A2
A4
3
Substituting the primitive 4 · (8 + 2)’th root of unity A = exp(2πi 40
), one obtains that
6,0
sr(ηA
(σ1 σ2 σ3−1 )) ≈ 1,665 > 1.


While we have not considered higher genus quantum representations of mapping class groups in
the present paper, let us notice that it follows from Proposition A.2 and a standard factorization
argument that the quantum representations of closed surfaces of genus g > 2 have infinite image
at level k = 8; this extends an earlier result due to Masbaum [Mas99] (which is indeed the reason
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Figure 9. Plots of spectral radii for braids with small stretch factors.
we considered this particular level). In fact, at level k = 8, the image of the quantum SU(2)representation obtained from the sphere with four marked points is known to be finite by the
result of [LPS13], and so one can not use the Jones representations to obtain a similar result for
g = 2, k = 8. However, the second author has found – again aided by computer calculation –
example mapping classes whose quantum representations have infinite order for g = 2, k = 8, by
embedding in the genus 2 surface a one-holed torus rather than a four-holed sphere; see e.g. [Jør13,
Prop. 4.16], [Jør11, p. 49].
Now, the question about the size of the image is still open for levels k = 1, 2, and 4, and
casting a sidelong glance at Figures 9e and 9f, noting that at the fourth root of unity q = A4 = i,
the function sr is greater than 1, one could be inclined to believe that these provide infinite
order examples for k = 2. Recall however that these specializations do not correspond to the
level 2 quantum representations in which one finds that the two elements have orders 28 and 16
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Figure 10. The graph of sr0 for σ1 σ2 σ3−1 ∈ B6 .
respectively. Indeed, in the cases k = 1, 2, and 4, the only possible specializations of values of q
allowed by skein theory are q = exp(2πi/(k + 2)). The corresponding representations are known
to be unitary and so no information may be gained from considering spectral radii.
A.3. Bigelow’s element of the kernel of the Burau representation. As a final remark, the
connection between the various srd is an interesting question. As a single example, Figure 11 shows
srd (ψ) for Bigelow’s [Big99] element ψ ∈ ker(πq5,3 ), given explicitly by
ψ = [ψ1−1 σ4 ψ1 , ψ2−1 σ4 σ3 σ2 σ12 σ2 σ3 σ4 ψ2 ],
where
ψ1 = σ3−1 σ2 σ12 σ2 σ43 σ3 σ2 ,
ψ2 = σ4−1 σ3 σ2 σ1−2 σ2 σ12 σ22 σ1 σ45 .
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